We report, to our knowledge, a previously unreported canal on the hip bone belonging to the left side of an adult male skeleton. Anterior aperture of the canal was located just anterior to the auricular surface and the posterior aperture just above the major sciatic notch. The margin of the anterior aperture which is located on the left iliac fossa was regular and in the form of a complete circle. The posterior aperture was possessing more than one foramen which are divided by bony segments. We failed to find the other pair of the hip bone, so we could not determine whether the right hip bone possesses a similar canal or not. In this case report we aimed to evaluate this canal morphometrically and point out its clinical importance.
Introduction
The hip bone is one of the major bones which constitute the pelvis. Besides its structural importance, it is one of the main bones operated on during hip arthroplasty and iliosacral screw insertion. 1, 3 Superior gluteal artery and nerve injuries are common complications during these operations. [4] [5] [6] [7] Current literature contains satisfactory studies regarding the variations in the course of these neurovascular structures and their relation to the hip bone. But less attention paid on the hip bone which can also possess structural variations. We now report, to our knowledge, a previously unreported canal on the hip bone belonging to the left side of an adult male skeleton which took our attention during a routine laboratory session with medical students. At first glance, it was doubtful to decide that whether this variational canal is traumatically or structurally formed. So, we decided to examine this canal radiologically and by this occasion we aimed to evaluate this previously unreported canal morphometrically and point out its clinical importance.
Case Report
During our routine skeletal system observations we 
Discussion
The hip bone is a bone that can show some structural differences among male and female gender. But according to our knowledge the anatomical variations related to the hip bone is not a common finding. There is evidence that certain trait categories are mediated through sexual dimorphism. It has been suggested that males and females respond differently to alterations in skeletal growth such that trait presence may be associated with sexual characteristics. 8 In 1978, Finnegan have reported a number of non-metric variations seen in various bones of the infracranial skeleton. In this series, the traits were categorized according to sex, racial group and side-to-side differences. He noticed that certain traits are seen more in male gender and on left side when compared with females and right sides. 9 The variation reported in our case has no relation with sexual dimorphism but since the hip bone we report is belonging to the left side of male skeleton, this variation make us think that it can be structural.
According to our knowledge, this variational canal that is presented in this case report has not been defined previously. It was doubtful to decide whether this varia- greater sciatic notch and the iliac crest. 11 But in the presence of such a canal, it is obvious that the fixation would be unstable without considering the type of approach applied. Thus any fixation method would not be strong enough to allow full weight-bearing of the patient.
As a result, the hip bone can bear different structures rather than its well-known anatomy. This condition must be paid attention when evaluating the patient radiologically or during planning surgery. It must be kept in mind that the hip bone can posses such a variational canal and it may contain neurovascular structures those can be important during operations directed to pelvis.
